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AL DMING BASICS: 
- start of every module. 
- Learn the general 5e rules. Published official quests do the rest.  
 
Rule 0 and DM fiat in AL: 
DM ADJUDICATION, NOT DM FIAT.  
DM job 1: fun = prime directive.  
DM job 2: balance is a requirement.  
 
Rule Discussion vs. Rule Argument.  
NO ONE KNOWS THE RULES PERFECTLY. Not even JC.  
Good dms solicit help with the rules from players, then make an adjudication where there 
is uncertainty, ambiguity, or EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES (that the players may 
not be aware of). Good dms are flexible, adapting to the play style of the players to 
deliver an enjoyable experience.  
Good players help catch dm mistakes, but when a dm makes a ruling will abide by that 
ruling.    
 
 
 
ADVENTURERS LEAGUE REWARDS 
Character Rewards: 
- XP = adventure defined 
- Treasure = only listed "Treasure" /player 
- Consumable Magic = Can not sell. Divide. Record on log sheet & Character sheet. 
- Permanent Magic = Can not sell. Agree, or lowest # items who wants it, or random.  
- Renown = 1 point per adventure/4 cumulative hours of Hardcover play. 
- Downtime = 5 days per 2 hours play. 
- trading: 15 DT unless at same table.  
 
DM Rewards: 
- XP = level+hour on chart (see ALDMG p.8) 
- Gold = half XP 
- Downtime = same as players 
- DM quests 
 



 
COMMON 5e RULE PITFALLS: 
 
Passive skills: 
Always on = effective minimum.  
Most skills can be passive if repeat attempts are possible or if the dm wants to make 
hidden checks.  
Helping: iff capable of success, help gives advantage.   
Alternate ability skill checks: player describes, dm adjudicates.  
 
Traps: 
- Wisdom (Perception) checks to find a trap 
- Intelligence (Investigation) to determine how best to interact with or disable a trap 
- Once the disabling method has been determined, Intelligence (Arcana) for magic traps 
or Dexterity checks for mechanical traps (if the character has thieves’ tools) 
 
STEALTH & DARKNESS: 
Hidden = unseen AND unheard.  
In combat all participants are aware at all times.  
Unless "hidden" all combatants know the location (square) of all others.  
No facing. No back. No front. No flank.  
In order to hide must be unseen or unheard. Requires cover/concealment.  
Emerging completely from cover usually breaks stealth.  
Shooting from cover works but breaks stealth with a hit or miss.  
Attack unseen creature = location is know at all times, disadvantage to attack roll.  
Target hidden creature = must guess location (square) plus disadvantage on attack. 
Wrong location = auto miss. DM only says "miss." 
 
PHB pg 183 "Vision and Light": 
"A heavily obscured area—such as darkness, opaque fog, or dense foliage—blocks vision 
entirely. A creature effectively suffers from the blinded condition (see appendix A) when 
trying to see something in that area." 
 
Blinded Condition: PHB  
A blinded creature can’t see and automatically fails any ability check that requires sight. 
Attack rolls against the creature have advantage, and the creature’s Attack rolls have 
disadvantage. 
 
Unseen Attackers and Targets: 
"When you attack a target that you can’t see, you have disadvantage on the attack roll.  
When a creature can’t see you, you have advantage on attack rolls against it." 
 
LOGICAL GRAMMAR SUMMARY:  
An attack has advantage if the defender can not see the attacker.  
An attack has disadvantage if the attacker can not see the defender.  
 



Opportunity Attacks: 
You can make an opportunity attack when a hostile creature that you can see moves out 
of your reach. 
 
Ranged Attacks in Close Combat: 
When you make a ranged attack with a weapon, a spell, or some other means, you have 
disadvantage on the attack roll if you are within 5 feet of a hostile creature who can see 
you and who isn’t Incapacitated. 
 
PHB p. 177 for Passive Perception penalty in dim light.  
PHB 183 for disadvantage on active Perception checks when in dim light 
 
Darkness: 
Magical darkness spreads from a point you choose within range to fill a 15-foot radius 
Sphere for the Duration. The darkness spreads around corners. A creature with 
Darkvision can't see through this darkness, and nonmagical light can't illuminate it. If the 
point you choose is on an object you are holding or one that isn't being worn or carried, 
the darkness emanates from the object and moves with it. 
 
Devil’s Sight: 
You can see normally in Darkness, both magical and nonmagical, to a distance of 120 
feet. 
 
So to summarize.... 
A warlock with Devil Sight could cast darkness on himself and: 
-gain advantage on all attacks since no one can see him, and if has rogue levels triggering 
sneak attack once per TURN.  
-all attacks against him would have disadvantage, and if hidden would have to guess his 
actual location or fail automatically. 
-can hide anywhere at any time, even while moving in the open.  
-immunity to attacks of opportunity. 
-may make range attacks in close combat without suffering disadvantage.  
 
 
 


